
PR0JECT1VE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF CURVED SURFACES*

(FOURTH MEMOIR)

BY

E. J. WILCZYNSKI

The theory of surfaces, as developed by the author in the preceding three

memoirs, was based upon the assumption that the surface considered was

referred to its asymptotic curves. The complete system of invariants and

covariants was set up on that hypothesis. In order to make the theory directly

applicable to a surface whose asymptotic lines are not known, as well as for the

sake of formal generality, it becomes necessary to develop the theory of invari-

ants and covariants of a system of two linear homogeneous partial differential

equations of the second order with one dependent and two independent variables

in its most general form. It is the purpose of the present paper to develop the

essentials of this theory. The calculations, some of which are very long, will

only be indicated. The final expressions for the invariants, however, are as

simple and elegant as can be desired.

§ 1. Reduction of the given system of partial differential equations

to its normal form.

Consider the system of partial differential equations

ß = Ayuu + 2Bym + Cy„ + Lyu + My, + Ny - 0,

fl' m A'ym + 2Fy„ + C'y„ + Fyu + M'y, + F'y = Q,

where A, ■ • ■, N' are functions of u and v, and where the subscripts indicate

differentiations ;

dy dy d'y
y*=du-'   y-=dv~'   y-«=ft?' etc-

If \, u, v, p denote four functions of u and v whose determinant Xp — uv ia

different from zero, the system

(2) Xß + píl' = 0,        i/ß + pß' = 0
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is equivalent to (1).    Put

(3) AC-F=I,       A'C'-F'2 = F,       AC' + A'G-2BF = J,

and denote by I, F, J the corresponding quantities for system (2).    Then

(4) I=X2I+XpJ+p2F,        ï' = x?I+vpJ+p2F.

Consequently, if
F=J*-UF =4=0,

X, p., v, p may be chosen in such a way that their determinant does not vanish

and so that
I=F = 0,

while J will be different from zero.    In fact, if F m\m 0,

F=(Xp — p,v)F

will also be different from zero, so that the same will be true of J.    It suffices

for our purpose to choose X : u and v : p as the two distinct roots of the quadratic

a2I+aßJ+ßiF = (i.

By merely solving a quadratic equation, we may therefore substitute for a

system of form (1) an equivalent system for which 1= I' = 0, while «/does not

vanish, provided only that F — 4IT is not equal to zero for the original system.

We shall say that the system (1) has been reduced to its normal form. This

reduced form of system (1) is not unique ; but, the most general reduced system

may be obtained from any particular one by multiplying each of the equations

of the system by an arbitrary function of u and v, and by interchanging the

two equations.

Assume that system (1) is in its normal form. It may be verified directly,

or it may be deduced from formulae which will be developed later, that the

normal form will not be disturbed by any transformation of the form

y = \(u,v)y,        ü = eb(u,v),       v = s¡r(u,v),

where X, eb and yfr are arbitrary functions of u and v.    We shall, therefore,

always assume that the system (1) is given in its normal form, so that

Aü-P2 = 0,       ÄC'-F*=Q, AC'+A'C-2BFm\mO.

We may therefore put

A=h2, B = hk, C=k2,

(5) A' = h'2,       F = h'k',        C'=k'\

A = hk'-h'km\m0,
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so that (1) assumes the form

ÄV»„ + 2hkVu. + &vm = vy + ai/u + %.>

haym + 2h!k'ym + kaym = t'y + a'yu + t'y,.

The case of a system of form (1), for which

J2--ÍII'=0,

may be excluded from consideration for the purposes of the projective theory of

surfaces. For it easily follows from formulas given later that the integral sur-

faces of such a system degenerate either into curves or developable!. In the

latter case moreover the system is involutory ; so that the most general develop-

able integral surface of such a system is not a projective transformation of any

particular one. For the projective theory of surfaces then, such systems are

without interest.

§ 2.    The integrdbility conditions.

Equation (6) may be solved for two of the second derivatives, thus expressing

them homogeneously and linearly in terms of y, yu, yt and the remaining deriv-

ative of the second order. Thus (6) may be, in general, solved for yuu and ym in

terms of y, yu, yt, yuv. But this is not always the case, in fact it cannot be

done if
hk' + h'k = 0.

In that case (6) might be solved for yuu and yut. In order, however, to avoid

the discussion of such special cases, and so as to preserve symmetry, we shall

introduce the following symmetrical combination of the second derivatives :

(7) w = hh'yuu + (hk' + h'k) yuv + kk'yn.

It is always possible to express ym, yut, yn as linear homogeneous functions

... h k h'     ,       k'    ,
(8) ±=P, £ = ?, -£ = P, -K=q,

and

a = iq' + T'q2, b = sq'2+a'q2, c=iq'2 + ty, d-2qq',

a'=-(rp'q'+T'pq),    b'=-(ap'q'+a'pq),    c'=-(tp'q'+t'pq),    d'=pq'+p'q,

W a"=ip'2+T'p2,       b" = ap'2 + s'p2,       c" = tp'2 + t'p2,       d" = -2pP',

d^-dd"^^.
A2

Then

ym=ay + hu + cy. + dw,

(10) yu, = dy + b'yu + c'yv + d'w,

y m = a"y + 6"y« + c"y„ + d"w.
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There can be no relation of the form

(11) ty + pyu + vyv + pw = 0,

with non-vanishing coefficients in any case which is of interest in the projective

theory of surfaces. In fact, the existence of a relation of form (11), together

with equations (10) and those deducible therefrom by differentiation, would

imply that the most general solution of (6) could contain no more than three

arbitrary constants. This is excluded because in our geometrical interpretation

such a system cannot be said to have an integral surface. The non-existence of

a relation of the form (11) may be expressed geometrically by saying that the

four points Py, PVu, PVv, P„form a non-degenerate tetrahedron.

We proceed to express wn and wv in terms of y, yu, yw and ic.    From (10)

we find the two expressions for ywu ;

y,,u, = («. + ab + a"c)y + (bv + bb' + b"c)yu

+ (c, + a + be + cc")yv + (dv + bd' + cd")w + dwv,

(12)
y«. - « + «*' + a'c')y + (K + «' +hh' + o'Oy.

+ (<.+ o'c + c'2)yt + (d'u + b'd + c'd')w + d'wu.
Similarly

y«.= « + a'b' + a"c')y + (K + v* + *"«>.

+ K + a' + °'c' + c'c")y. + « + h'd' + cd")w + d'w,,

(18) y«. = « + «°" + «Oy + (K + «" +»" + &'<Oy.

+ (c'f + b"c + c'c")yv +(d'f + b"d + c"d')w + d"wu.

From these equations we deduce

d'wu—dwv=(av—a'u+a'b—ab' + a"c—a'c')y+(bv—b'u—a'+b"c—b'c')yu

+ (c, - < + a + oc' - o'c + cc" - c'2)y,

+ (d,-d' + bd' - b'd + cd" - c'd')w,
(14)
v    ' d"wu-dw=(a'-a'f+a'b'-ab"+a"c'-dc")y

+ (b'-b'f-a"+b'2-bb"+b"c'-b'c")yu

+ (c'-d'a+a'+b'c'-b"c)yv+(d'v-dl+b'd'-b"d+c'd"-c"d')w,

whence

(15)        wu = ay + ßyu + yyv + Sw,        wt= ay + ß"yu + y'y, + &w,

where

¿ a = d(a-a'u+a'b-ab'+a"c-a'c')-d(a'-a'f+a'b'-ab"+a"c'-a'c"),
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1/3 = d'(b-b'-a'+b"c-b'c')-d(b'-b'f-a"+ba-bb"+b"c'-b'c"),

¿7 = d'(c-c'u+a+bc'-b'c+cc"-c'2)^d(c'-c'f+d+b'c'-b"c),

¿S = d'(d-d'u+bd'-b'd+cd'-c'dr)-d(d'-d'f+b'd'-b"d+c'd"-c"d'),
16)

K2a'=d"(a-a'u+a'b-ab'+a"c-dc')-d'(a'-a''+db'-ab''+a"c'-a'c"),

^2ß=d"(b-b'-a'+b"c-b'c')-d'(b'v-b'f-a"+b't-bb"+b"c'-b'c"),

-2y'^d"(cw-c'u+a+bc'-b'c+cc"-c'2)-d'(c'v-c'f+a'+b'c'-b"c),

^b'=d"(d-d'u+bd-b'd+cd''-c'd')-d(d't-d'u'+b'd'-b''d+c'd''-c''â').

As a consequence of these equations (15), equations (12) and (13), from which

they were derived, show that the six expressions for the four third derivatives

of y will be consistent. In order that the same thing may be true of all of the

derivatives of order higher than three, it is necessary and sufficient that equa-

tions (15) themselves may be consistent, i. e., that

But it has already been remarked that there can be no relation of form (11)

with non-vanishing coefficients. The condition (17) however would give rise to

such a relation unless the coefficients oiy,yH,y, and w on the left member were

equal respectively to the corresponding coefficients on the right member of that

equation.    We thus obtain the following four relations :

«„ + dß + a"y + a'b = a'u + aß" + a'y + at?,

ß, + Vß + b"y + ß-S = ß'% + d + bß + b'i + ßcT,
(18)

7, + « + c'ß + d'y + 7'S . y'u + cß + c'y' + y&,

Sv + d'ß + d'y = S'u + dß+dy',

the integrability conditions of system (6).

The last of these four conditions may be transformed as follows, lt may be

written
8, _ &l + d' ß - dP + d" y - d' y' = 0.

But
d'ß- dß' =b,-b'u-d + b"c- b'd,

d'y — d'y = c'v — c'f + a' + b'c — b"c,
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so that the condition becomes

(i») s. + K + < = K + K+<-

For the sake of brevity put

u = bd' — b'd + cd" — cd',

(20)
x   ; v=b'd'-b"d + c'd"-c"d'.

Then, according to (16),

S = A2 [d'(dv - d'u) - d(d'v - d'f) + dp - dv],

¡Y = A2 [d"(d, - d'J - d(d'v - d'f) + d"p - dp].

But from equations (9) we see that

so that

(21)

whence

(22)

r* = ¿(ï''S - î*8' -/»Y* +PVt')t

v=x(-p'q'a+pqa'+p'2t-pH'),

dp — dv = -^(b + c),

d"p-dv = ±-2(b' + c"),

S = A2[d(d, - d'J - d(d'v - d'f)] +b + c',

o' = A2[d"(d, - d'J - d'(d'v - d'f)] +b' + c"

With the aid of these expressions, it will be seen that the last of the four

integrability conditions (18) may be satisfied in the most general way by putting

*id'(d,-d'j-d(d:-d:)] + 2b + 2c'=d¿,

(23) ,
A2[d'(d,-d:)-d(d'v-d:)] + 2b'+2c"=-£,

where e' is an arbitrary function of u and v.    We may use these equations to

express 6 and c" in terms of e and the other coefficients of system (1).

In will be advantageous to introduce

(24) D = Ad,       F = Ad,       D" = Ad",

in place of d, d, d".    Then

(25) D'2 - DD" = A2( d'2 - dd") = 1,
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and the conditions (23) become

F(D,-D'J-D(D:-D'u') + 2(b + c') = eu,

D"(D,-D'J-F(D',-D'') + 2(b' + c") = e„
where

£ = e' — log A
may be any function of u and v.

§ 3. The 8eminvariants.

Let us consider the system (6), which is in its normal form. If we multiply

the members of both equations by arbitrary functions eo2 and co' of u and v, the

resulting system is again in the normal form. Moreover, if the two equations

of the system be interchanged, the normal form is not disturbed. The combi-

nation of these two operations gives rise to the most general system of equations

equivalent to (6) and still in the normal form (cf. § 1). Only those combina-

tions of the coefficients of (6) which remain unchanged as a result of these

operations are of interest to us, because they alone represent quantities deter-

mined by the system which are identical for all equivalent systems. In other

words, they are invariants of the system (1) under the transformation which

consists in replacing it by any equivalent system (2). The twelve quantities,

a, b, c, D, a', V, c', F, a", b", c", D", the virtual coefficients of the system, are

invariants of this kind. It is for this reason that we have introduced D, D', D"

in place of d, d, d" at the end of the preceding paragraph. These twelve quan-

tities, however, are not independent. In fact we find the following relations

between them
aD"-2a'D' + a"D = 0,

(27) bD"-2b'F + b"D = 0,

cD"-2c'D' + c"D = Q,

D'*-DD" = 1,

from which others may be derived, of which we shall mention only the following :

b    <

(28) '   6'   c'|.

" 6" c"

Since we may substitute equations (10) for (6), all invariants of system (6)

may be expressed in terms of the twelve quantities a, b, c, D, • ■ •, D". More-

over, only eight of these are independent owing to the four independent relations

(27), which is in harmony with the fact that system (6) involves only the eight

ratios of the ten functions h, k, A', k', r, s, t, r', s', t'; but we shall retain all

twelve, for the sake of symmetry.

Let us now put in (6)

(29) y == Ay,
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and afterward divide both members of both equations by X, where A. is an arbi-

trary function of u and v. The functions of the quantities, a, b, c, D, etc.,

and of their derivatives which remain unaltered by this transformation shall be

called the seminvariants of system (6). The semicovariants have the same inva-

riant property, but involve y and its derivatives besides the coefficients of the

system.

We have from (29)

y„ = Ay„  + A„y, y, = Xy, + X,y,

yuu=xVuu + 2xX + \^t

(30)
y«. = xy«. + \y« + x»y. + \»y>

y„ = xy„ + 2\y. + XJ-

Substitute these values in (6), divide by X, and denote the coefficients of the

resulting system of equations by h, k, r, s, t, etc.    We find

A = ± h,        k = ± k,

f = r + y s + ^t - ^ A2 - 2 ^»hit - fk*,

t=t — 2k

the equations of transformation for A', k', v, s', t' being of precisely the same

form.    Moreover, in the first two equations, either both of the upper signs or

both of the lower signs must be taken.

We find consequently :

ä = a + ^b + ^c-^T+^DF-1^D2,

ä' = a' + ̂ b' + ̂ c'-^D-ir + fDF'-l^DD',

<31)

ä" - a" + ̂ "o" + ̂ c" - Ik*1*" + ̂ FD" -k'T,
K K a  A A, A,

i

l = b-2\»T+^DD', c = c + lfFF-\'D2,

b' = b'- \"FD" + )fDD",       t = c' + \*DD" - \'FF,
A. A. a. \

b" = b" - If D"% + \ DD",        c" = c" + k F FT. - 2 \ 1,
A. A, \ \

D = D,       D' = F,       D' = D",
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where

(32) T=D2-\DD".

Therefore D, D', D" are seminvariants. Moreover the system of equations

(27) remains invariant under this transformation, although the left member of

the first of these equations is not by itself a seminvariant.

Since we are supposing the integrability conditions to be satisfied, the coeffi-

cients of our system will satisfy equations (26) where e is some function of u

and v. Let i denote the value of this function after the transformation. We

find, from (26) and (31),

ë =e -i\y,        ?=e-4X-'.

Consequently eu and i, may be reduced to zero in the most general way by putting

X = ke*',

where k is an arbitrary constant.    We shall then have

X X

(33)
\u \. \.

"jf* = Íe«u + T6Cu' ~jf — Íeu» +  igeu€,i ~jf « Íen + IS6.'

The substitution
y = &e*'y

will reduce system (6) to another one of the same form. The quantities A, F,,

C, D, etc., which correspond to a, b, c, D, etc. in this new system, are

obtained by substituting the values (33) for Xu/X, X,/X, etc., in equations (31).

These quantities satisfy the relations

D'(D, - D'J - D(D'v - D'f) + 2( B + C') = 0,

F'(D, - D'J - F(D'v - D'f) + 2(B'+ C") = 0,

obtained from (26) on account of the vanishing of iu and ï,.

We have called the quantities a, b, c, D, ■ • • the virtual coefficients of system

(6). We have seen that there exists for every such system a uniquely deter-

mined transformed system whose virtual coefficients satisfy the conditions (34),

This transformed system shall be said to be in its semi-canonical form.

The virtual coefficients of the aemi-canonical form, A, B, G, D, etc., are

seminvarianta of ayatem (6). They are the values of â, o", c, D, etc., obtained

from (31) by substituting for Xu/X, X,/X, etc., the values (33).

The seminvariance of these quantities is a consequence of the uniqueness of

the semi-canonical form, and may moreover be tested directly by means of equa-

tions (31).
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As a consequence of (27) the seminvariants aatiafy the relations

AD"-2A'F + A"D = 0,

(35) BD" - 2FD' + F'D - 0,

CD"-2C'D'+C"D=0,

D'*-DD" = 1,

aa well as (34), so thai only seven of them are independent. The complete

syatem of aeminvarianta obviously consists of these quantities and their deriva-

tives with respect to the two independent variables u and v.

In fact, every seminvariant S is a function of the virtual coefficients of the

system considered and of their derivatives, which does not change its value when

any transformation of the form

y = Ay-

is made.    But if the system be reduced to the semi-canonical form, every such

function becomes a function of its virtual coefficients alone, i. e., of A, B, C,

D, etc., and of their derivatives.    Since S does not change its value as a result

of this reduction, S is therefore a function of these variables only.

§ 4.  The invariants.

We now proceed to investigate the effect of a transformation of the indepen-

dent variables upon the seminvariants. Let new variables be introduced by

means of the equations

(36) ü = eb(u, v),        v = yfr(u,v),

where ep and y¡r denote arbitrary functions of u and v.    We find

yu = yz<b» + y;iru,      y„ = y»<r\> + yïr%>

y„« = y™ <pl + 2y-c ebu fu + y,- fl + ys ebuu + y- i/r„u,

(37)
y«, = y™4>«<p* + y™(<r\.ir% + «kr"») + ystf, + y« «fu + y^™,

y.„ — y^u<pl + 2y-<¿,Vr, + yr,yfrl + yso>„ + y^,,.

Substitute these values in system (6) and denote the coefficients of the trans-

formed system by n, k, f, s, t, etc.    We shall find

h = ±(tbuh + tbvk),        l=±(fuh + yjrvk),        r = r,

(38) ä=tbua + tbvt- tbmA2 - 2tbuvhk-4>„k\

t = fus + f-.t - V„,A2 - 2fuvhk - fvtk2,

and similar expressions for K', Tc, etc.    The two upper or the two lower signs
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may be chosen, in (38), at will ; for the virtual coefficients and consequently

the seminvariants contain only such combinations of h, k, A', k' as are unaffected

by the sign chosen.

Introduce infinitesimal transformations by putting

(39) w = eb(u, v) = u + k(u, v)8t,        v = yfr(u,v) = v + \(u,v)St,

where St is an infinitesimal. We find the following infinitesimal transforma-

tions for h, k, etc.:

Sh = ±:(Kuh + K,k)St,        8k=±(Xlth + Xvk)8t,        or = 0,

(40) Ss = (/i.s + *,t - *UUA2 - 2*„,A* - *„^)8<,

St = (X„8 + X.t - Xuuh* - 2X„,hk - \,vk2)St.

The equations for SA', • • • St' are of exactly the same form.    Making use of

the equations (9) and (24) which define a,b, c, D, etc., we find:

Sa=-(2aKu + 2a'XjSt,

8d = — (a'<„ + ewe, + a"\u + a'Xjbt,

oa" = -(2a\ + 2a"X,)Si,

8b = [_ &*„ + c*„ - 26'Xu - TKm + DD'kuv - èZ)»«„] &,

8b' = [(cr - o)*„ - Ó"X„- 6'X, - \DD"kuu + DD"kuv - \DD'k„]St,

56"= [b"Ku + (c"-2b')K,-2b"\-tD"2Kuu + D'D"Kuv-TKvv]ot,
(41)

8c = [- 2c*„ + (6 - 2c')Xu + cX, - TXuu + DD'Xuv - 1¡D2\v]8t,

8c'=[-c'Ku-cK, + (b'-c")Xu-lDD'Xw + DD"Xu-\DUXn]8t,

8c" = [- 2c'«, + 6"X„ - c"X - iF'\u + FD"Xu, - TX,v]8t,

8D = (-Dku- 2D'Xu + DXj8t,

8D' = (- Dkc — D"Xj8t,

8D" = (D"k -2Dk -D"X )8t.

The infinitesimal transformations of the derivatives of these quantities may

be obtained by noticing that, for any function <&, the following equations hold :

**.-¿(**)-(*.*.+ *.*.)&.

(42)

8*,-^(8*)-(*,«l>1l + X.*,)8i.
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(43)

Thus we find in particular :

8Da = [ - 2Duku - (2D'U + Z>„)X„ + D,X - D*mi - 2D'\u + DXuv]Se,

Si>„ = [Dvku -Dukv- 2D'UX„ - Dkuv - 2DXuv + DXvv]8t,

8D = \-D k —D k -(D" + D)X -Dk   - D"X   ]8t,
uL u    u u     v \       u    ' v i     u uv uu J "

8D = [-(Dv + D'Jkv - Dl\ -D'Xc- Dk„o - D"\,] 8t,

8D;=[-2Duk, - D"Xu- D'X + D"kuu - 2Dku„ - D"\,]8t,

w:=uk*. - (2^:+^:k - ^:\+&\ - *&*.- ̂ x. ]&.
From (26) we now find

K = - (Ve. + e.\ + 2«„„ + 2A„)Si,
(44)

7 8e =—(e k +e X +2k   +2X  )8t,
V \     U      O      ' V       V      ' UO      ' 00 / '

whence

8e   = — (2e   k + 2e   X + e k   + e X   + 2k     + 2X    )8t,
uu V UU     U     ' UO      U     ' tt     UU     ' B      uu     » uuu     ■ uu» / *

(45") 8e=—(eK+€K+eX+eX+eK+eX+2K    + 2X    )8t,
\     V/     UO \ uv      «  '   UU V     '    OD   U  '   UO   O      ' U  UP  '   O       UO      ' UUO     ■      UUP /    >

Se   = — (2e   /c  + 2e   X  +6 /e    + e X    + 2«     -f 2X     )Si.
BB \ ItB       B      ' VV        V      ' U      BD      ' B       BB      ' UUD      ' BBB/

The quantities eu, e , etc., enter into the composition of the seminvariants.

Making use of equations (31), (33), (41), (44),( 45), we obtain following expres-

sions for their infinitesimal transformations :

8A = [-2Aku-2A'Xu-^B(kuii + XuJ-^G(kuc + XvJ

+ in*™ + K»v)-ÏDD(kuu, + \„) + iD-(*„. + KJ]8t,

8A'=[-A'K-AKv-A"Xu-A'Xc-^B'(,curt + XuJ-^G'(Kue+XvJ

+ IDD"U    +X    )-\DD'(k    +X    )+\DD(k    +X    )]8t,
'      * V       UUU     ' UUV/ * \      UUV     ' 1(0»/      ■     * \       UDV    ' OVV / J *

8A"=\-2A'k -2A"X -IB"(k   +X   )-IC"(k   +X   )
L 0 D * \       KU       ' ««/ ¿ \        111)       ' 1)0/

+ ID"2(k     +X    )-\DD"(k     +X    ) + \T(k    +X    )]8t,1    4     \  uuu '   uuo J ¿ V auo     '        tico / ' *s   \ uvo    l too J J       y

and further,

8B =[- Bku + Ckv - 2FXU + ±DD( kuv - \,) - \D2kvv + TXm] 8t,

8B'=[(C-B)Kv-B'Xu-FXv + lDD"(Ku-Xm)-\DDK^+^DD"Xuv]8t,

8B"= {F'ku+ ( C"-2F)k-2B"Xv+\UD"(Kuv-X„)- T«„+ iD'Xv]^,

(47)   oC= [-2Cku+(B-2C')Xu+ CX-IDD'(,cu-Xut) + ID2kuv-TXu„]8t,

8C'= [- Ck- Ckv+(F- C")X-IDD"(kh-Xuv)

+ \DD'Kuv-^DD"Xuu]8t,

8C"= [-2 C'k„+B"X- C"X-IDD"(k,m-Xui)+ TKuv-\D"2Xuf\St.
Trans. Am. Math. SSoc- 13

(46)
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Let us put

M = DD„ - DD[, F= DDU - DD'U,

(48) M'= D"DV - DD"„,        N'=D"DU- DDl,

M"= D"DV - DDl,       N"= D"D'U - D'D"U,
Then will

8M= \\-MK-NK-3rx-DD(Kuv-Xvl)+D2K,„-2TXuf]8t,

8M'= I- (N'+ 2M)kv - 2M"XU - M'XV - 2DD"(kuv - Xm)

+ 2DD'K,.v-2DD'Xm]8t,

8M"= \_Mi'k-(M'+N")k-2AI"Xv-DD'(kuv-X^+2Tkv,-D"2Xuv] St,
(4y)

8N=[-2NK-(M+N')Xu+NX-DD(K^-XHV)+D2Ku-2TXvf\8t,

SN'=[-N'ku-2Nkv-(M'+2N")Xu-2DD"(kuu-Xuv)

+ 2DD'KHV-2DD'Xuu]8t,

SN"= I-N'k-M" X-N" Xv-DD"(KUU-Xul) + 2 Tkuv-D"2 X„„ ] St.

If we put now

'$ = B+%M, d=C-\N,

(50) 33' = F + \M',        ©' = C" - \N\

33" = B" + \M",       6" = C" - IN",

we shall therefore find

S33=[-33/c„+e^-233'X„]Si, S©=[-26/cu+(33-26')Xtt-r.6X0]Si,

(51)S33'=[(6'-28K-33"X„-23'X„]Sí,        SG'=[-6'k„-G*c+(33'-©")Xu]3í,

833"= [33X+(G"-233'K-223"X„]Si, StS"= [-26'«, + ®"Xu-&"Xv]8t.

From (34), (35), (48) and (50) we find the following relations :

33Z>" - 2WD + WD = 0,        CSD" - 2C$'D + &"D = 0
(52)

33 + e' = 0,       3J' + e"=0,        D'2-DD"=1,

which system of equations remains invariant under all of the transformations

here considered.

By means of the relations (52), five of the nine variables 33, 33', 33", 6, (£', 6",

D, D, D" may be expressed in terms of the other four.    For instance, if

DD" - 4D'2 =£ 0,
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we shall find
K,_     M    93"Z>2 - 2&DD'
^--*-    DD-4D2   '

23'=-S"=-2TOi)' + ^,
DD'-iD2

D = VI + DD.

Any invariant, depending only upon these nine seminvariants, therefore

becomes a function of D, D", 33" and 6 alone. From (41) and (51) we see

that every absolute invariant of this kind must satisfy a complete system of four

linear homogeneous partial differential equations of the first order with four

independent variables. These equations are found to be independent, a fact

which may also be expressed by saying that the determinant A4 of the fourth

order made up of the sixteen coefficients of these four equations is not identi-

cally equal to zero. Therefore no such absolute invariant exists. To be sure,

the curves u = const, and v = const, upon the integral surface might be such as

to make DD" — 4Z)' vanish, so as to destroy the validity of this argument.

But this condition

DD' - 4D2 = 0

is not invariant, and may always be avoided by a transformation of the indepen-

dent variables. Such a transformation cannot, however, affect the existence or

non-existence of an invariant. We have shown therefore that there exists no

absolute invariant which involves only the above nine seminvariants. Therefore

there can be at most one relative invariant which is a function of these nine

variables alone. Such a one actually exists and, owing to the relations (52),

may be written in various forms. We proceed to obtain it.

Let

(53) P = 23'6"-23"6',       Ä=236"-23"6,       S = 236'- 33'6.
Then wil

SP= -(RKv+2PXJSt,

(54) 8R-(RKu + 2SKv + 2Pxu + RXv)8t,

8S=-(2SKu + RxJSt.

If these equations be combined with the last three equations of system (41),

which give the infinitesimal transformations of D, D, D", it will be seen that

$ is a relative invariant, where

33    23'     23" I

6    6'     6" = PD - RD + SD".(55) 6 =

D   D   D"
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In fact we find

(56) 86=-(Ku + Xv)08t.

We wish to determine next those invariants which involve the first derivatives

of the quantities 23, 6 and D, as well as these quantities themselves. We

shall see that they must be solutions of a complete system of ten partial differ-

ential equations with twelve independent variables. There must exist, con-

sequently, two absolute, or three relative invariants of this kind including 0;

therefore there will be two new relative invariants to be determined.

The expressions for 8DU, etc., have already been deduced [cf. eq. (43)].

From (51) and (42) we find the following formulae :

- 223u*tt + ©.*. - (223,; + 23„)X„ - 23*uu + ©*„ - 223'XUU]S<,

- ».«. + (6b - »„)*. - 233: A„- 23bX„-23«u„+6*:„-233'X¡íb]S<,

[6;'-233;)*B-23:'X„-233:'Xr-r.23"«Utt+(6"-233')*„,-233"Xu„]Sí>

ÖX+(6;'-223;-33';)^-333X+33X„+(6''-233'K-233''XOT]8i,

-36ä+(33u-26;-6JX1(+6„Xb-26*„u+(23-26')X„„+6X„,]S<,

- 26„*„- 6U*„ + (33r- 2e„)Xtt- 26«„B+(33-26')X„B+6X„,]Si,

-6;'*„-26>„+(23;'-6;')Xu-6;'X,-26'«u„+23"X„u-6"X„,]Si,

-(26;+6:'K+33B'X11-26:'X,-26'*„„+23"X„,-6"X,r]Si.

±ne expressions for 8331, S23„, S6Ú, S6„ have been omitted because the relations

23 + 6' = 0,       23' + 6" = 0

render them unnecessary.    These relations may also be used for the purpose of

simplifying some of the terms in (57).

If we assume again, for a moment, that DD" — \D is different from zero,

we may think of D, D", 23", 6 and the eight derivatives of the first order of

these quantities as being the twelve independent variables of the complete system

which determines the invariants under consideration. The first four equations

of the system, obtained by equating to zero the coefficients of ku , kc , X„, X„ in

the general expression for Sf, where y is an arbitrary function of these variables,

are known to be independent. In fact, the matrix of the 4 x 12 coefficients of

these four equations contains the determinant-of the fourth order, denoted above

by A4, which is known to be different from zero. The elements of this deter-

minant are the coefficients of df/DD, df/öD", dffdiö", d//¿36 in the first four

equations of the complete system.    The matrix of the coefficients of df/dDu,

S23u=

S33,=

S331'=

S23"=

(57)'   S6„=

¿6.=

S6;=

S6;'=
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(58)

df/dDv, • • • 3/y<56„ in the remaining six equations is

- D           0 -f  D"         0+23"          0-26 0

0 - D -2D + D"    + 36"    +23"         0 - 26

0            0            0 -2D         0+36"         0 0

- 2D         0            0            0            0            0 + 323 0

+ D -2D - D"          0      - 223"         0 +6 +323

0 + D 0 - D" 0      - 223" 0 +6

The independent variables u and v of system (6) may be so chosen that

D = D" = 0, D = 1, in which case of course DD" — 4D' does not vanish.

This is equivalent to the choice of the asymptotic curves of the integral surface

as parameter lines. In that case the determinant of the sixth order A6 obtained

from the matrix (58) by suppressing the last two columns becomes equal to 33"

except for a numerical factor. It does not vanish, therefore, unless the surface

is ruled. In the matrix of all of the 10x12 coefficients of the ten equations

of the complete system there occurs therefore a determinant of the tenth order

which may be represented as follows :

(59) A10 =

A4    A'

0     A.

where A' represents a matrix of four rows and six columns, and where 0 repre-

sents a matrix of six rows and four columns, all of whose elements are equal to

zero.    Obviously

and is therefore different from zero. Consequently the ten equations of the

complete system are independent ; and, as announced before, there exist two

new relative invariants, distinct from 0, which involve no higher derivatives

than the first of the quantities 23, 6, D.

In order to find these new invariants, we first determine from (56) a set of

auxiliary quantities whose infinitesimal transformations depend only upon the

first derivatives of k and X. This may be done as follows. In each of the

eight equations (57) there occur only three of the second derivatives of k and X,

and these may be eliminated by combining properly with the expressions for the

infinitesimal transformations of Pu, Pv, Ru, R„, SH, Sv. For instance we

have, from (53) and (57),

S23„ = [- 223„«„ + Gu«„ + (26';- 33JX„ - B*m + 6«„„ + 26"XuJ St,

8PU = [- Puku - Rukv - FCXU- 2PUX, - Fkuv - 2Pxuv]St,
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8RU = [-2Ruku-2Sukv-(2Pu+Rv)Xu-RuXv-Rk^-2Skuv-2PXuu
(60)

— i?xu,] St,
8Sa = [- SSuku-(Fa + SV)XU - 2SKua- RXua] St,

SSV = [ — 2Svku — Sukv — RVXU — SVXV — 2Skuv — R\v] St.

We determine the ratios of five quantities a, b, c, d, e, in such a way that

a823„ + 6SPU + c8Ru + dSSa + eSSv

shall be free from the second derivatives of « and X. Since «„ and X„ do not

occur in any of the expressions (60), this condition gives us just four linear

homogeneous equations for the four ratios.    Their solution gives

a = 0i,       b = Q,R,       c=-(23P + 46"S),

<Z = 2(33P+6"P),       e = 23Ä - 26P + 46"£.
If now

«23« + bPu + cRu + dSu + eSv

be denoted by ( * ), it is certain that the expression for 8 ( J ) will contain no terms

which contain the second derivatives of k or X as factors.    In precisely similar

fashion, seven other auxiliary quantities are introduced.

Consequently let

(l) = 0i®. + bFu+cRu + dSu+eS„

Ç8v) = ^. + bF, + (c + e)F, + dSv-ePu,

( T) " m: + 6"P" + C"R» + árS' + *"S»

(t) = 0i^ + mP* +nRa + PSa + qSv,

(®)=02(ï. + mP. + (n + q)Rv + pSv-qP„,

( t ) = *** + m"P" +" n"R* + P"S» + ?"Ä"

(® ) = ö26»' + TO"p. + (»"+ 9")K +p"S. - q'Pu'

(61)

where
o = 6A,       c=-(33P + 46"£),       d= 2(23P + 6"P),

e = 23P - 26P + 4(S"S,       b" = 36"i? + 423"£,       c" = 23"Ä,
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d" = - 233"P,       e" = - 3 ( 23'P + 26"P ),

(62)
m = -265,       n-.-2(6P + 323£),       /> = 323ß + 46P,

o = 3(6Ä + 223£),       m" = 2(23Ä+6"£),

n" = - 223"£,       />" = 23"P,       ?" - - 6"P - 423P + 2WS.

Then will

k:>[-K!>.+k:>.-(9b>.-c>.>.

•©-[-•O^l-O-O}^©».]*-
.(^-[-.(^.ch(î)-(î)Mî)+
<°)-H:)Hö-(:)Ha>-»(>]*-
í(T)-[-(8.>.+i»(T)-(r)i«-«(*>]--

KT)-[-2(r)..+M!)-(r)k(9.>-a>]-
We denote by <I> and ¥ the following functions ;

-[(^♦C)T-[C)*C)][(T)*(T)]-
•-- 40-OT^.KK)I-(»-<T)]'

4(r)-©K)-ÖK>«(T)]
-KTÏG'K))

These quantities, <t> and *9, are invarianta.    In fact

(65) S*= -6(*M + X,)4>S<,        SV-9(*U + X,)¥S«,
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so that
tp y
~aé ana        -^

are absolute invariants. These are the two whose existence was demonstrated

above.

The three invariants 0, 4> and ¥ are independent of the seminvariants

A, A', A". We shall now proceed to calculate invariants involving also these

variables.

We again begin by forming from A, A', A" a set of three quantities

21, 31", 31", such that 82t, 821', S2Ï" shall contain only the first derivatives of k

and X.    Put

(RR\ w—6™     3^? 7?—-"i     3Ö"^" fy—-i     -?*(ooj        -°-"0      2Ô2'        -p~"0~2 02''        tr~~0~202''

and let

31 = ¿ - * (p| + c|) + \TE- \DDF+\D2G,

(67)     V-A'-\ (p'| + C"§) + \DDE- \DD"F+ \DDG,

" - A"- UF'|» + G"| ) + \D"2E- \DD'F +\TG,

T=D2 -\DD'.

21

where, as before

Then

S2í=[-22K-22l'Xtt]8¿,

(68) S2Í' == [ - ST*. - %kv - 21" X„ - 2Í' X, ] Si,

8r=[-22l'/cr-2r'X,]S<.

Notice that 21, 21", 3Í" satisfy the same relation

(69) V% - 2D%' + D%" = 0,

which is also satisfied by 33, 23", 33" and 6, 6", 6".

Equations (68) show that

(70) 2 = 2l"2 - 312Í"

is an invariant for which

82 = -2(/cu + X,)28<.

Another invariant may be constructed as follows : Let

(71) (2Í, 33) = 2133"- 22T33' + 2t"33,       (21, 6) = 216"- 22l'6' + 2l"6.
Then

8(21,23)= [-(2í,23K+(Sl,6K-2(3l,33)X,]8¿,
(i¿)

S(2Í, 6) = [-2(2í, 6)«„ + (21, 33)X„ - (3Í, 6)X„] 8<.
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Consequently, if we put

(73) 3t(3I,33) + 2i'(2l,6) = g,       3l'(3t, 33) + 2l"(2l, 6) = ©,

we shall find

(74) 8^=[-3^„-©Xu-25X„]8<,    8©=[-2@*u-3«„-3©X„]8<,
so that

(75) il = (21,33)5 + (21, 6)0 = 21(21, 33)2+23t'(3l, 33)(3I, 6) + 2l"(3I,6)2

is another invariant (of weight four), since

(76) Síl=-4(«„ + X,)íí8í.

From the invariants already obtained, others may be derived by differentia-

tion processes which are very closely related to the differential parameters of

the metrical theory of surfaces.

In fact, let I and J be any two absolute invariants.    Then

A,( /) = \ [ D'il - ZF'F /, + DP, ],

\{J) = \ {D'Jl - *DJJC + DJ2,],

(77) A(7, J) = \ [D"IUJ„ - D'tFJ, + IBJJ + DI,Jf] ,

A*(7) - \\h-irl* - m^ + iv(BI° - DIA •

A^) = l[^(D"J,-DJv)+lv(DJv-DJj'j

are again absolute invariants, as is also the Jacobian

(T8) Y(I,J) = \(IUJ,-1VJJ.

It is easy to verify that 21/0, 21'/0, 2i"/0 are cogredient with D, D, D.

Consequently the quantities

Ai ( !) = \ [ 3i"^ - 231'/, Z» + 2U1 ] ,

KW) =\z [3i'V2 - 22lVu«/, + I/»].,

(79) A(/, J) = j2 [%"IUJ„ - X(IHJ. + I.JJ + 31/,/,] ,
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are also absolute invariants.

Each of these differentiation processes may be repeated, or combined with each

of the others so as to produce a large number of invariants. But not all of the

invariants obtained in this way are functionally independent. In order to obtain

the relations between them, it is convenient to write down the simplified form

which they assume if system (6) is assumed to be in its canonical form, for which

(80) # = 0        Z>'=1        D" = 0,
so that

(81) 2I'=0,       33 = 23' = 0,       6'=6" = 0,

and consequently further

¿' = 0, B=F=Q,        C'=C"=0,

33" = B",        6=C, 0=-F'C,

(82) ----**$+¿(£-i5).

r        A„       ,ryA       I/*..       3t?2\

31 =A  -lIT-0+2\T-2p)'

The above derived differential invariants of the first order become

\(I) = -20IUIO,    Ax(J)=-\juJ„   A(I,J)=-\(I„Jc+IvJu),

(83) A, ( /) = i ( %"H + %I2),       A, ( J) = i ( rJ» + 21/, ).

A(7, /)= i(!"/„/„+ 21/./,),       T(7, J)= d(I„J, - IVJJ,

while those of the second order reduce to

2 2
A2(/) = -ö/,b,        A2(J)= - 0J„O,

^-1[¿(-7'K(?)]-
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From (83) we see at once that

(85) A(7, J)2 -T(I, J)2 - AX(I)AX(J) = 0.
Further we find

- A(7, 7)2r(7, 7)22t = - JIAX(I) + I2tAx(J),
(86) -A(I,J)2T(I,J)2%"=+JIAX(I)-I2VAX(J),

which gives, upon substitution into the expression for A(I,J), the further

relation

(87) 2A(7, J)A(J, J) - AX(I)AX(J) - AX(J)AX(I) = 0.

We shall not, in the present paper, investigate the relations between the

operators of the second order and those obtained by repetition of the operators

of the first order ; nor shall we inquire into the question whether all invariants

of the given system of differential equations can be obtained in this way. Let

us confine our attention to those invariants which contain no derivatives of

higher than the second order of the quantities 33, 33', 23", 6, 6', 6", D, D, D",

and which involve the quantities 21, 21', 21" themselves but none of their

derivatives. We now proceed to show that we are already in possession of a

functionally complete set of invariants of this kind.

The invariants contemplated depend upon 26 independent arguments, viz.:

four independent variables among the nine quantities 33, • • •, D", their eight

first, their twelve second derivatives, and two independent variables among the

three 2fs.

The infinitesimal transformations of these 26 variables involve terms contain-

ing the first, second, and third derivatives of k and X as factors. The absolute

invariants of the class considered must therefore satisfy a complete system of 18

equations and 26 independent variables. If these equations are all independent,

there will be 26 — 18 = 8 such invariants.     They may be chosen as follows :

cp \p

(88) *,(*), \(l).        *(*,£),

Al\0* )'      A,V¡F/'      0*'

It remains to prove that the eighteen equations just mentioned are indepen-

dent, and that the same is true of the eight invariants (88).

In the matrix formed by the coefficients of the first ten equations of our com-

plete system, there occurs the determinant Al0 of equation (59), which is known

to be different from zero.    The last eight equations, obtained by equating to
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zero the coefficients of the third derivatives of k and X in the general expression

for Sf contain only the twelve independent second derivatives of the 33's, 6's,

and P's. If we assume again for the moment that DD" — <1D does not

vanish, we may think specifically of D, D", 33" and 6 together with their

derivatives as the independent variables. The matrix of the 12 x 8 coefficients

of the last eight equations will then be as follows :

-POO    +D"      0 0    +33"       0        0     -26     0       0

0     -D        0    -27/ +D"      0    +36" +33"      0        0    -26     0

0 0      -D      0     -2D +D"     0     +36" +33"       0        0    -26

0 0 0       0        0     -2D    0        0     +36"     0       0       0

-2D     0 000 000 0     +323     0       0

+ D    -2D      0    -D"      0 0    -233"    0 0+6     +333   0

0     +D    -2D     0     -D"      0        0     -233"     0        0+6   +333

0 0     +D       0        0     -D"     0        0     -233"    0        0+6

If the system (6) is in its canonical form, so that equations (80), (81) and

(82) are satisfied, the determinant of the eighth order, obtained from the above

matrix by omitting the eighth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth columns, becomes

equal to B"2 multiplied by a power of 2. This determinant A8 is therefore not

identically equal to zero.

If we now consider the whole system of eighteen equations there will be in

the matrix of its coefficients a determinant of order eighteen of the form

(89) A18 =

A      A"

0      A0
= A.oA'

where A" denotes a rectangular matrix of ten rows and eight columns, while 0

denotes a rectangular matrix of eight rows and ten columns all of whose ele-

ments are equal to zero. This determinant Alg does not vanish identically;

consequently the eighteen equations of the oomplete system are independent.

The eight invariants (88) are obviously members of the class here considered.

It only remains to show that they are independent.

In order to do this we again make use of the canonical form. According to

(80), (81), (82), the canonical forms of the eight invariants are as follows:

* . {1CF1+F'CJ(2B"CV+ CB'J)
ß6 - B"3C3 '

(90)X   J ¥      _2CB'U' + B"CU     2B"CV + CB'V'
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/^\_2_ d /cp\  ô/*\

l\06 )~B^du\¥)dv\¥)'

1 ̂  0* ) - WCdu \W) dv \ Wf'

(90)       \F' W)-F'c\_t%\W)t%\W) + i%\W)fri\¥)y

A'(í) = (A)2[r{¿(^)}2+3l|¿(?)}]'

A1(^) = (T^[r{aTt(í)r + 3l{¿(^)F]'
il _2PP^ + 2í"3C2

¥ -   (p" cy- •

In the canonical form, our system of differential equations (6) becomes

yu» = Ay + Cyv ,

(91)
y«, =A"y+ B"yn,

If we compare this with the system as written in the First and Second

Memoirs, viz.: *

yu„ + 26y, +/y=0,
(92)

y„„ + 2a'y„ + sry=0,

we see that the quantities A, A', B", Ccorrespond to — f, — g, — 2d, — 26

respectively. Let us remember further that in the Second Memoir f we intro-

duced two absolute invariants, 7 and J, defined by the equations :

(93") 7=ab" + 2°ub J= a»& + 2« 6»

K    } ia'bla'b2"' Aa'b$a*b'

We thus find

(94) ¿ = /7,        8^=/3-/3.

Thus the first two invariants of (90) are functions of I and J alone. The next

three are independent combinations of the first derivatives of / and J, contain-

ing besides the single combination B"C of B" and G. The following two

invariants

A\w)       and       A»(ö»)

»These Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), p. 246.

t These Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 103.
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depend upon the same quantities, but contain the two further variables 21 and

21" in two independent combinations. Finally il/f?4 is independent of all the

rest because it contains B" and C in a combination independent of B" G. This

completes the proof that the eight functions (89) form a functionally complete

system of invariants of the order considered.

We have found, moreover, the relations (94) between the rational invariants

0, 4>, "9 and the irrational invariants 7 and J which present themselves in the

canonical development

z = xy + \(x? + tf) + 2\(/x* +Jy*) + ...

of a surface in the vicinity of an ordinary point.

The relation of the other invariants obtained in this paper to those considered

in the previous memoirs, the question in regard to the completeness of our

system of invariants and differential parameters, the determination of the

covariants and the introduction of the adjoined system in its general form

must be left for a later occasion.

The University of Illinois,

Ubbana, August 28, 1908.


